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Overview
Lucinda Wilmott-Lascelles is an established barrister specialising in Criminal, Regulatory and Housing Law.
Lucinda is the current Midland Circuit Junior.
Lucinda is on the Pupillage Committee.
Lucinda is an exceptional junior advocate with a distinguished practice for her level of call.
Lucinda has a reputation as an intelligent, enthusiastic and engaging advocate whose passion, persuasiveness and client care enables
her to quickly develop a rapport with her clients and secure successful outcomes in court.
Lucinda is often led in lengthy, complex, multi-handed cases, including murder and international money-laundering. Alongside which,
as a stand-alone advocate, she undertakes cases across the full spectrum of criminal, housing and regulatory law. Lucinda has
developed a reputation as a formidable advocate whose skill outweighs her level of call.

Practice Areas
Criminal
Lucinda Wilmott-Lascelles is an established criminal practitioner.
Lucinda is an exceptional junior advocate with a distinguished practice for her level of call.
Lucinda has a reputation as an intelligent, enthusiastic and engaging advocate whose passion, persuasiveness and client care enables
her to quickly develop a rapport with her clients and secure successful outcomes in court.
Lucinda is often led in lengthy, complex, multi-handed cases, including murder and international money-laundering. Alongside which,
as a stand-alone advocate, she undertakes cases across the full spectrum of criminal law. Lucinda has developed a reputation as a
formidable advocate whose skill outweighs her level of call.
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Housing
Lucinda has a varied and thriving practice in Housing Law and regularly appears for both Landlord and tenant in first possession
hearings through to multi-track trials. Lucinda has experience in areas including, but not limited to, possession, trespass, succession,
disrepair, injunction proceedings and committals.
Lucinda regularly advises on Capacity, Equality Act and Public Law issues and engages in complex legal arguments on behalf of the
Landlord. Most recently she successfully undertook a multi-day hearing arguing against why an Article 8 Defence and proportionality
should not be raised at warrant enforcement stage, particularly when possession was ordered under the S21 accelerated procedure.
Lucinda regularly appears in the High Court, County Court and Youth Court in proceedings involving both individual and multiple
defendants in respect of adults and youths. She is instructed regularly on multiple-defendant cases involving extensive anti-social
behaviour and has experience dealing with difficult and multiple witnesses.
Lucinda has built a strong reputation as a fierce advocate with a meticulous attention to detail. She thrives herself on her client care
whilst managing expectations and securing results.
To find out more, email civilclerks@stiveschambers.co.uk.

Qualifications
Bachelor of Laws (LLB), Birmingham City University, July 2017
Bar Professional Training Course, University of Law Birmingham, July 2014
Acting and Musical Theatre, Liverpool Institute of Performing Arts, July 2007

Awards/Scholarships
Middle Temple, 2014 Jerry Parthab Singh Benefactor Scholar

Notable Cases
R v Lynch – Secured acquittal following trial on a charge of Racially Aggravated Harassment.
R v Malinowski – Secured acquittal following trial on charges of Possession of a machete, a crossbow and bolt and 3 baseball bats.
R v Zaman – Secured acquittal following trial on a charges of S47 assault using hammers and a metal baton.
R v Farquahson – Secured acquittal following trial on charges of Possession of a bladed article.
R v Duckworth – Secured acquittal following trial on charges of S47 Assault in a domestic violence context.
R v Chikerema: Murder Trial: Defence Junior Led by Zafa Ali AC
R v Rankine: Appeal conviction: Secured Ms Rankine’s release from custody, for media coverage click here.
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Recent media coverage
Lucinda prosecutes in the case of a high-profile vegan blogger charged with putting a person in fear by harassment and common
assault. To read more, click here.

Further Information
Prior to coming to the Bar Lucinda worked in television, film and stage, appearing in Snow White and the Huntsman, Beauty and the
Beast and Taboo.

Privacy Notice
Click here to view the Privacy Notice for Lucinda Wilmott-Lascelles.

Recommendations
Legal 500 2022: “She is undoubtedly a star in the making. Her preparation is outstanding and she gets more and more impressive with
each case.”

